Public Notice

It is hereby informed to general public that NABL, QCI after due verification of the facilities (as per the applicable norms & standards and processes) grants its accreditation to a Laboratory in the area of Testing (Medical and Other Categories) / Calibration / PT Providers / Reference Material Producers (as the case may be) for a specific period, specific scope, specific location and facility (subject to fulfilment of the requirements). The list of the NABL accredited Laboratories is available at the NABL website www.nabl-india.org.

It may be noted that:

1. NABL laboratories are only authorized to use the NABL accreditation Certificate / Name / Logo / Symbol / Mark / Narrative Reference, etc. as per the validity of their accreditation status. Any NABL accredited laboratory found to be misusing the scope of accreditation OR misleading the general public through false claims is liable for legal action by NABL; including withdrawal of accreditation and the responsibility of the same shall solely rest on the concerned laboratory.

2. Further, any laboratory not accredited by NABL OR with NABL accreditation status expired / cancelled, is not authorized to use the NABL accreditation Certificate/ Name / Logo / Symbol / Mark / Narrative Reference, etc and in case it is found to be misusing the same or making any other false claims regarding NABL accreditation, is liable for legal action by NABL and the responsibility of the same shall solely rest on the concerned laboratory/organization.

Grievances (along with relevant evidence) in the above matter may be mailed to NABL at email-Id grievance@nabl.qcin.org for appropriate action by NABL.
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CEO, NABL